
WRITING A REFERENCE TEMPLATE FOR AN EMPLOYEE

Do you need to write a reference letter for an employee? Here is a sample employment reference letter to review, and
advice on writing a reference letter.

This reference letter offers an optimistic reference for a former employee along with plenty of details
regarding the details of the candidate ability. This type of reference letter is highly helpful for job applying
candidate to get the recommendation. Your salutation should be followed by the body of your letter, where
you will begin with how long you have known the candidate, and in what capacity. This would be particularly
valuable for your company, as you state you are looking for a candidate who can effectively communicate
with people across departments. Skywalker, I am writing to recommend Leia Thompson. Lee, It is my
pleasure to recommend Laura Woods for employment with your organization. Especially instances where they
showed positive attitude or knowledge. Include one example in your letter if possible. I have no doubt she will
make a strong addition to your team. Reference Letter Example for an Employee You can use this reference
letter sample as a model. Target it to the job employee is applying for. A reference letter is written for the
business purpose to qualify the truth that an individual is an ability to execute a specific job. Leia is a delight
to work with â€” a team player with a positive, can-do attitude all the way. Sincerely, Your Name 4. Be
flexible. If you can recall specific examples that prove these qualities, put them in your reference letter too.
Include specific examples. Thank the hiring manager for their time, and let them know you are available for
clarification or further questions, should they have any. She was the first to take advantage of the knowledge
these meetups offered and implemented it in her own work. When do you need Employment reference letter?
Free download options are available in the online in the template format. She utilized her exceptional ability to
remain calm in the face of confrontation to diffuse the situation with a warm smile and a sincere apology.
Think carefully about saying yes. Use our reference letter template to shape your own letter of
recommendation format. You also need to include a statement saying whether or not your reference the
individual as well as whether you consider the individual is qualified if it is likely to make such an appraisal.
Ask your former employee how to submit the letter. Guidelines to Write Employment Reference Letter At
first, discover out from the person who requested the letter of reference if they are searching for a personal
reference, reference based on particular qualifications, or character reference. Try to tell a story that makes the
potential employer feel like they are getting to know the candidate better. For better result, choose our
template and gain several additional benefits. She has excellent written and verbal communication skills, is
extremely organized, can work independently, and is able to effectively multi-task to ensure that all projects
are completed in a timely manner. A job description, or job posting for the type of position they are applying
for is also helpful. Remember to list achievements. She worked with me at Acme Inc. A good professional
employment reference letter will address the context of the job as well as offer a reliable description regarding
the candidate in an easy manner. Review it, then write about ways your former employee is a good match for
the responsibilities of the position. Muriel was always willing to offer her assistance and had an excellent
rapport with the many constituents served by our office including clients, employers, and other professional
organizations. You may also like. To Whom Employment Reference Letter is Useful The employment
reference letter is mainly designed for employment promotion which means for the position of a consultant.


